
Guidelines/Instructions and Syllabi for Online B.ED IPOT Examination 

 

1. There shall be online examination in which only those candidates of B.Ed can appear 

who have completed all other components of the programme. 

2. Pattern of Question Paper to be asked shall be based on Multiple Choice Question’s 

(MCQ’s) wherein a candidate shall be required to tick the most appropriate one. 

3. Time duration shall be one hour for each course.  

4. The number of MCQ’s to be asked shall be 40 for all courses.  

5. Examinees shall be required to honour the secrecy and sanctity of examination at all 

stages.  

6.  The request of candidates who may miss this examination can be entertained only 

after ascertaining the genuineness of cases. 

7.  Candidates are advised to appear in the mock test and ensure a functional 

laptop/android phone with good connectivity to avoid technical issues. 

8.   Candidates are advised to have their active Gmail account, Mobile number and fillip 

the correct details like enrolment number, batch and other particulars while submitting 

the form. 

9. The online assessment IPOT is for all chapters of the Directorate. 

10. Students in their own interest are advised to create Whtsapp groups of their respective 

batches at district/study centre level preferably in consultation with CR’s and Liaison 

officers to share the paper link with each other in order to make it smoothly happen.  

11.  Candidates, in their own interest are advised to keep visiting our website. 

12. Candidates are advised to prepare below given topics for online examination of IPOT 

 

Syllabus for IPOT B.Ed 1st and 2nd Semester  

 

         Understanding of  following institutions/topics;  

1. Aganwadi  centres 

2. Nursery School  and Pre- Schools 

3. Elementary Schools/Middles Schools 

4.  Concept of Internship and Teaching Process 

5. High School 

6. Higher Secondary School 

7. DIET, its function and role 

8. Micro teaching –concept , Phases and steps 

9. Major skills of micro teachings 

10. Understanding of contemporary school education system in India . 



 

Syllabus for 3rd and 4th Sem 

1. Internship: Meaning, components of school internship 

2. Morning Assembly 

3. Methods of Teaching: Dalton Plan, Heuristic Method, Project method & Play Way 

Method. 

4. Teaching Devices: Assignment, discussion, Narration & illustration 

5. Teaching Aids: Projected, Non-projected and Audio-visual 

6. Teaching: Major Skills of Teaching, Phases,  

7. Elementary school System of Jammu & Kashmir. 

And all components of IPOT given in the Actual Syllabi of B.Ed   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


